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DOWNTOWN LINE MRT STAGE 3
SINGAPORE
SFRC SEGMENTAL TUNNEL LINING
Products: Wirand® Steel Fibre FF3
Fibromac® FR
A major breakthrough for SFRC technology has been
achieved in Singapore. For the first time in Asia, a pure
SFRC permanent segmental lining is constructed in the
frame of Singapore’s MRT extension. One contract out of
package A of the Downtown Line 3 extension had been
chosen for this pilot project to adopt the new lining
technologies. Contract C933 was designed in SFRC
without any rebar's on the normal alignment. The first
rings from and to the shafts, in addition to a short
passage crossing ground conditions with fluvial sands,
will have additional reinforcement cages.

DTL3 C933 location

Downtown Line Stage 3 is an underground Mass Rapid
Transit (MRT) system comprising 16 stations along a
21 km route from the CBD to Singapore Expo. The
project C933 involves the construction and completion of
Bendemeer station and the associated tunnels. The 2.35
km long twin bore tunnels will be driven by four earth
pressure balance TBMs in mostly stacked and some
parallel formation near the stations. The tunnels are
located predominantly in Old Alluvium, some stretches
are in Kallang formation. The alignment is under roads;
except for short stretches under buildings.
The ring segmentation was designed as “7+1”, consisting
of five regular rectangular segments, two counter keys
and one keystone, i.e. two more regular segments as
compared to the traditional design. All other parameters,
such as lining thickness, ring length and concrete class,
remained unchanged and as used for the traditional “5+1”
MRT ring design. To better accomplish the SFRC
solution, smaller segments were adopted in order to limit
the segments’ aspect ratio, i.e. the ratio of developed
length over thickness, to below ten.

TBM #4 awaiting deployment
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7+1 ring segmentation

A huge mix trial regime was carried out in order to find the
best mix design for the segments, which not only delivers the
required performance values, but also provides a good
rheology, workability and fibre dispersion. More than 50
different mixes were trialled, starting from a basic segment
mix design. A potential candidate was tested in three

consecutive trials, each cast on a different day, in order to
demonstrate the consistency of the results. The workers
received special training on the preparation of the specimens
to minimize variability from the manufacture. Eventually, very
low coefficients of variation were attained throughout the
trials, providing consistent results.

Installed fibre dosing systems: Circular Doso and weighing vibrating channel (Left & Center) and PolyDoso (Right)

A combination using an intermediate conveyor belt was
designed due to space limitations. The circular Doso was
installed inside the building, feeding the steel fibres via the
conveyor into the weighing and vibrating channel, which is
located outside, within the batch plant. The channel ultimately
integrates the system into the batch cycle and controls the
stipulated fibre quantities.

Cut 200 mm off segment center

fibres are aligned

The installed dosing systems provide a perfect dispersion and
orientation of the steel fibres within the segments. A perfect
circumferential alignment is attained at the centers of the
segments, where the highest resistance to bending is
provided. Whereas at the radial segment joints, a more 3D
orientation of the steel fibres is formed, which provides the
required resistance against joint bursting and spalling.

Cut 150 mm off radial joint

fibres are more 3D

Perfect fibre distribution and orientation at the segment’s center (left) and at the radial joints (right)

For this project the steel fibre reinforced concrete has to be
tested to the internationally recognized European harmonized
standards. The new material SFRC implies two new design
values, which are adopted in the structural design: the indirect
tensile (splitting) strength as to EN 12390-6 for the joint
bursting, and the residual flexural tensile strength as to EN
14651 for the flexural load-bearing capacity. These new
design values have been implemented in a very comprising
and intense quality control regime. Further, the inspection and
maintenance regime had to be widened for the particular
features of the fibre reinforced concrete.
In order to save on external testing costs, a specially
designed testing machine was procured and installed in the
laboratory of the segment factory. The machine is designed to
exercise the complicated displacement-controlled beam tests
and was calibrated and accredited by local bodies.

Electromechanical two-column beam testing machine

Modern production technology further accomplishes the timeefficiency of the production of the segments. A brand new
carrousel line has been installed in the newly created precast
factory in Jurong. This system can attain a productivity that is
doubled as compared to a production with stationary moulds.
A heat curing chamber rounds up the features of the new
factory providing the best curing conditions for the segments
to obtain highest quality. The outstanding productivity of this
setup allows for competitive production costs within
Singapore, as compared to imported segments.

Carrousel line with curing chamber

Segment exiting the curing chamber

Trial ring at the factory

Segment stockyard at the factory

Key benefits to the client that lead to the decision using
FRC

Higher durability

Higher productivity

Reduced foreign work force
Further benefits

Better segment quality and robustness

Reduced reject and repair rates

Inherent cost savings

Reduced quantity of steel reinforcement and innate
carbon footprint
The successful progress of this pilot project gave the
confidence for further projects in South-East Asia. The largest
herein is the ongoing Klang Valley MRT in Kuala Lumpur.

Project Details
Tunnel length:
Internal diameter:
Lining thickness:
Ring setup:
Segment aspect ratio:
Ring length:
Erector points:
Grout holes:
TBM type:
Concrete class:
SFRC solution:
Fire resistance:

2 × 2.35km
5.80m
275mm
7+1
9.5
1.40m
0 (vacuum lift)
1 central
4 × EPB
C50/60
40kg/m³ Wirand FF3
1kg/m³ Fibromac FR
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Jack arrangement for TBM propulsion (Left) and view into the tunnel (Right, TBM #3)

